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CHAPTER 13

DRAMA

>t

CLAUDE CALAME

INrnooucrroN

Tu¡ ideas of action ancl practice are fundamental in the rich Greek lexicon of ritual. Tre
different ways of performing ritual establish the relationship between gods and mor-
tals. Above all, by means of rhythrnic and poetic language presented as a musical offer-
ing, rnortal men and women invoke the collaboration of gods ancl heroize fìgures to
mitigate the epherneral nature and the accidents of their existence. Ritualized invoca-
tion assumes different forms of sung poetry: the cultic hymn that calls upon the divine
presence in order to propose a do ut des contract; the paean adclressed generally to
Apollo, with its propitiatory or expiatory force; the dithyrarnb, with its often-narrative
character, which makes an offering to the deity out of a heroic tale; the pros odion (song
of ptocession) as a processional chant; the Homeric þmn with its narrative aetiology
ofa god's function and its use as a rhapsodic recitation at a contest inserted into a great
cultural celebration; and further, as we shall see, comedy and tragedy inserted into a

mousilcos agon, a musical contest generally dedicated to Dionysos.
It is no accident that this semantic field of ritual is particularly that of tragedy: ritual

in traged¡ by means of the dramatization of 'myth', and tragedy as ritual declicated to
the divine. There are no'myths'in Classical Greece, but a heroic past of the comnunity
designated by Herodotos and Thucydides as palaia or archøia ('things of old'), or even
patroiq (in reference to the deeds of fathers and ancestors). Tragedy derives from the
different forms of song that belong to the great indigenous genre of melos ('lyric' song),
and that present themselves as acts ofspeech and, consequentl¡ as acts ofsong and of
cult; as such, tragedy is one of the poetic forms without which the narratives about gods
and heroes of Greek mythology would not exist. Like other forms of the ritual poetry
thal is melos, Classical Athenian tragedy transforms the narration and dramati zaïion
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of a 'rnythical' heroic action into a ritual performance intended for the divinity. Fron
Homeric poetry to Attic traged¡ mythos often means not a'myth', but a heroic tale pr*
sented as a discursive argument. Attic tragedy is signifìcant for Greek polythelrti. a¡¿
civic religion as much in its presentation of the relationships between mortals un¿ s;:
as by the fact that, as drama (e.g. Ar. Ran. 9zo1), it constitutes a ritual ."lotion i,iii
divinity.

TnecnuY AS Dn¿,tw,q. AND AS RrruAL

T1ne Mousikos Agonof Tragic Performances

It has been pointed out that tragedy as a musical performance is part of a tetral-
ogy: three tragedies often dramatizing in sequence the same heroic plot, and a satyr
playwlrich is sometimes related thematically to the archaion (the old and heroic action)
dramatized in the tragic sequence. The musical production of the tetralogy is itself
in competition with the performance of two other tetralogies in a musical contest, or
mousikos agon. Generally conceived in choral terms in the Classical era, this drama-
tized performance of the most striking episodes of the great heroic saga is centrecl on
the Trojan war (of which Achilles, Agamemnon, and Helen are the principal protago-
nists, along with the gods) and the Theban saga (Oedipus and his descendants along
with the Seven against Thebes).

From the standpoint of its temporalit¡ the contest among the three tragic tetralo-
gies took place at Athens during the Great Dionysia. Opened by a prelude in which poets
and actors were presented to the public and the programme of musical contests was
announced, the mousikoi agonesbeganwith the contest of dithyrambs: ten choral groups
of fìfty adult singers, choristers representing each of the ten tribes of democratic Atirens,
then ten choirs offiftyyoung men, each choir-like the adult choirs-financed by a single
choregos. Next came the competition of the five comeclies, each undertaken by a choral
group oftwenty-four singers, followed by the three days devoted to the three tragic tetral-
ogies, each performed by a chorus of twelve, and later of fifteen, choreutai (see especially
Demosthenes Meid. ro, citing the lawof Euagoras that mayhave dated to the fifth century
ecE). Nearly one-fifth of the citizenry of Athens took an active musical part in the cel-
ebration of the Great Dionysia-a choral and musical celebration that was ritualized by
wearing masks and costumes, and by diction divided between iambic trimeters and sung
and danced lyrics that were derived from the great tradition of melic poetry. The 'City
Dionysia' represented the most important cultural celebration (along with the civic and
religious festival of the Panathenaia in midsummer) for the politico-religious inaugura-
tion of the new yeal'in Athens. (For documents on all ritual aspects of Attic theatre, see

Pickard-Cambridge r968; and for descriptions of fourth-century ecs Classical theatre,
see Hurwit 1999: 47-58; Sourvinou-Inwood zoo3: 16o-r.)

At the turn of the centur¡ with the reforms of Kleisthenes, the musical performance
of clithyrambs and tragedies was noved from the choral area at the north-east of the
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ag,ralo the south ofthe Acropolis, in order to be better integrated into the sanctuary

oipionyrot at the foot of the hill dominated by Athena and Poseidon, the city's tutelary

deiltes. The insertion of tragic choruses into a sanctuary of Dionysos may then have

followed'

A Cult and Ritual Practices for Dionysos?

Ihe mousikos agon of dithyrambs, tragedies, and comedies was introduced by a

grand procession, corresponding to the cultic procession (pompe). The day before the

first musical contest, the statue of the god was taken from the sanctuary of Dionysos

Eleuthereus at the foot of the Acropolis. The sanctuary included a temple dating from

the end of Archaic period, with the xoanon (the old wooden statue) of the god, and

a temple of the Classical period, decorated with paintings depicting various episodes

in the divine biography of Dionysos. This collection of narratives illustrates certain

foundation myths of the cult of Dionysos, as well as the god's connection to Athens by

means of the founding hero of the democratic city; this iconographical narration thus

contributes to the introduction ofthe god Dionysos from the exterior to the centre of
the city. His divine biography lives, henceforth, next to the Acropolis, in the neigh-

bourhood ofthe sanctuaries consecrated to the city's two tutelary deities.
The old statue of the god was then moved to his small temple next to the Academ¡

near the deme of Kolonos. Pausanias G.rS.¡) mentions this sanctuar¡ stating that
the statue ofDionysos Eleuthereus was brought there each year at a fixed date, prob-
ably on the evening of 8 or 9 Elaphebolion (end of March). Late inscriptions from
the second century ece tell us that, after this fìrst transfer and a sacrifice, Dionysos
was brought back'from a low altar' to the theatre by torchlight and was honoured
by the sacrifice of a bull. Without doubt, this altar must be identified with the one
found at the north-west of the agora, next to the Altar of the Twelve Gods. It is there
that not only the sacrifice of a he-goat but especially Lhe xenismos-the ritual wel-
come of Dionysos in the form of a theoxenict, a ritual reception of a god-would
have taken place (Sourvinou-Inwood zoo3: 9r-8). Then the pompe described in the
law of Euagoras and many epigraphical documents would have brought the statue of
Dionysos back to his sanctuary in the theatre, so that the god might be present at the
musical performances offered to him. Participants in the procession included metics
carrying vessels for the wine and citizens in charge of goatskins, while the wives of the
metics carried hydriai, water jugs, as instruments for the proper mixing of the wine.
Behind them always came the choregoi (as mentioned) and kanephoroi (basket bear-
ers). Second in importance after the Panathenaia, the great procession culminated in
the sanctuary of Dionysos with a sacrifice that, at one time, must have been conducted
by the epheboi. The sacrifice took place in the sanctuary, as stated by an inscription
(lG II'roo6.rz), which adds that the victim was a bull'worthy of the god', an expres-
sion evoking the anonymous little cultic poem that invokes Dionysos as an axie taure,
'worthy bull', in inviting him to appear in his temple (Cørm. pop. fr. 87r Page; on sacri-
fice, see, in this volume, Naiden, Chapter 3r).
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Thus, Attic tragedy partakes of the ritual scenario of every cultic celeblaiiorr irr t¡e
Greek cities generally: a procession punctuated by songs, involving 1þs participation.

with ritual apparatus, of several subgroups of the community; an elaborate sacrifice

followed by a ritual meal for male ancl fernale representatives of these groilps; poetic

confrontations, with sung ancl clancecl demonstrations acldressecl as musical oftèrings

to the divinity being celebrated; and athletic contests demonstrating the physical and

moral qualities of the aristocratic cilizen (see Calame 1992, with bibliograpþy). I' the

Great Dionysia, this last function seems to have been taken over by a disproportionate

developrnent of the dithyramb competition on the one hand, and by the comic compe-

tition on the other. The dithyramb contest, with its organization according to the ten

I(leisthenic tribes, must surely be related to the development of dernocratic structures

and the corresponding growth of corps of citizens and their sons. Ïre contest of come-

dies is certainly connected with the cult of Dionysos and the critical debate brought on

by the contested sharing of political power. The ironic derision of Dionysos hirnself in
a comedy such as the Frogs of Aristophanes would surely have been impossible except

as ritualizecl ancl expressecl in the forms of poetry of reproach and blarne (in contrast to

tragecl¡ which aligns with the heroic poetry of praise). In tragecly as tnuch as iu com-

ed¡ ritual and indiviclual relations with the gods are brought into qr.restiotr.

In regarcl to tragic performance as 'drama', let us remember that Aristotle himself

compares not only Sophokles but also Aristophanes to Homer (Ar. Poet. rr48a z4-9; cf.

also r448b 3z-8 and r459a r8). In his view, the three poets were all mimetai, authors of

representations in that they represented characters who 'acted and did' (prattorttes kai

drontes): hence the characterization of tragedy and comedy as drqmata, ancl the need

for tragic plols (muthol) to have a 'dramatic' form. In the Republic (lSzc)' in regard to

this topic of poetry and mimesis, Plato defines two rnocles of narrative, one in which

the ¡arration is unclertaken by the poet (the 'diegetic' mode), the other in rvl-rich it is

leí1 to the actions of the protagonists (the'dramatic'mode). Thus Homeric poetr'¡ with

its narrative punctuated by dialogue, is classifiecl as a 'mixecl' rnode, n4rile tragecly is

entirely'dramatic'.
Choral poetry is associated with tragedy as a ritual practice and musical offering

declicated to the god. Xenophon (Hipp. Z.z) makes this clear when he writes of proces-

sions that must please both the gods and the spectators: 'It is the same at the Dionysia'

where the choruses seek to please the gods, especially the twelve gods.' From this, we

mgst conclude that the tragic spectacle is to be considered as a cultic act, ol: at least as a

strongly ritualized religious practice. While being specially developed and having con-

tributed to the creation of specific poetic genres ,Ihe mousikoi agones that maele up the

ritual celebration of the Great Dionysia in fìfth-centllry BCE Athens were nothing nrore

than the counterpart of the musical and/or athletic contests that mark a large nunrber

of the great Athenian cultic celebrations. Other examples include the above-nrentioned

Great Panathenaia in honour of Athena Polias (a contest of Homeric rhapsodies)' the

T1rargelia (a contest of dithyrambs) for Apollo, the Anthesteria for the Dionysos of wine'

the Eleusinia for Demeter, the Theseia for the founding hero of the cit¡ and so on--arl

festivals that strike us as eminently religious (Osborne zoo3 lists the relevant festivals)'
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11ere is no point in trying to establish a relation between the form or content of

.,ch tr.agedy and the functions ancl field of activity of Dionysos. The ritual of cornedy

^ììa 
of ro,y. drarna, intlocluced later, is meant to evoke explicitly the cult of Dionysos.

,ir.ge,1l represents probably a poetic clevelopinent derived from the narrative and sung

forr" of the rhapsodi c nomos. a kind of chorai poem practised especially by the poet

St.rl.hotor, presenting the most dramatic episodes of the heroic saga transmitted by

],.,ic poetry. As poetic and musical ritualized performance, Attic tragedy is thus conse-

.i.t.¿ ,o the god residing in the frontier outpost that was the conmunity of Eleutherai.

fttic tragedy ancl comecly allowecl the dramatization of a poetical and critical reflec-

,,on on the community's past, on political and religious life, and on the human concli-

tior.r, irt interaction with the gods.

VBnsar Rrrns IN TRAGEDY: HvuNrc Fonus

Havilg considered tragedy as ritual devoted to the deit¡ we turn now to rite and to

relations with the gods in tragedy.

It is only recently that the vain poetico-philosophical quest for the essence of 'the

tragic' has been abaircloned. It was unclerstood as being rooted in the action of the

'tragic hero', often without consicleration of great heroines such as Hekabe, Antigone,

or He1en, and without considering the ritual drarnatization of that 'tragic' action.

Moreover, the lack of a clefinition for a working concept of ritual has allowecl a cer-

tain vagueness to surround a controversial question. Thus, under the heading'ritual

i¡ tragedy' it was possible to cite at randorn the solemn imprecation of Oedipus against

the unknown murclerer of Laius in lhe Oedipus Tyrannus of Sopl-rokles; the evocation

of tlre procession ancl sacrifices of the Great Panathenaia at the end of fhe Eumenides

of Aeschylus; the appeal to the'epiphany'of Darius or the funeral lament that encls the

Persians; as well as Creusa's taking refuge at the altar of Apollo in fhe Ion of Euripides

(see Easterling r988; Wiles zooo: Z8-+). Tris is a heterogeneous list of ritual acts, indi-
vidual and collective, verbal and non-verbal, enacted onstage or merely reported, with
ol without relevance to the gods. The forms of ritual discourse and the sequences of
ritual acts performecl on the stage are numerous, and the effects of staged ritual perfor-

mances on the clramatic action represented in the theatre are also diverse.

I would like now to propose two examples of staged ritual practices that, in hymnic
form, introduce authority in communication with the gods and invite the divine to
intervene in the action.

The Pragmatics of a Dramatized Choral Hymn

In regard to the hymnic forms inserted into the drarnatic action, Euripides' tragedy
Ion is particnlarly significant. Let us remember that Ion is the future founcling and
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eponymous hero of Ionia; in the pla¡ he is in the cultic service of his fathef Apollo;

Creusa, his mother, is a daughter of Erechtheus (one of the first legendaly kirrgs of
Athens) and the wife of the Achaean Xouthos. The noble Xouthos indicates that he

is crossing the threshold of the sanctuary at Delphi by asserting his wish to consult

the oracle of the god about his wife's sterility. The choral ode provoked by his inter-

vention (+tZ-z+, then 452-7r for the beginning of the stasimon) assunes the form of

a cultic hymn, with the expected tripartite structure. With the self-referential ¿¡¿

performative (in the linguistic sense of the concept, as speech act) form of the sup-

pllcation (se hiketeuo), the chorus indicates the type of act of utterance with which it
invokes Athena: the initial hymnic form of invocatio (invocation) Then, in a very brief

epicalaus (epic praise) ofa narrative sort, which recalls the central part ofthe shortest

Homeric Hym,ns, the chorus gives the genealogy of the goddess, who was born from the

head of Zeus. Finall¡ Athena Nike is invited to visit Delphi in order to ally herself with

Artemis, the daughter of Leto.

In regard to the practical relations between mortals and gods, the appeal for the

intervention of the goddess is most interesting. It brings together the spatio-temporal

framework of the dramatized heroic action with the here and now of fhe tragic perfor-

mance. The chorus of heroic times invites both Athena and Artemis to intervene in

the dramatic action. Meanwhile, watching the drama, in the cultic service of Dionysos

Eleuthereus, the spectators are seated on a hillside, on one sicle of which stands the

temple consecrated to Athena Polias (venerated everyyear in the Panathenaia), and on

the ãther, in the form of a vast portico, rises the now-vanished sanctuary of Artemis

Brauronia.
In the final portion of this choral prayer to the deit¡ the traditional form of the cultic

and 'cletic' hymn is modifiecl (on prayer see also, in this volume, Versnel, Chapter 3o)'

After the appeal for the presence of the deit¡ the young chorus members cielegate their

supplication to the two maiden goddesses (parthenoi),both of them sisters of Apoilo by

their common father, Zeus:

iïï1:ï,ffJí,'ÌJå:: "npr 
icat ion

Race rnay at long last,

By pure prophecies,

Obtain a good poster rty. (467-7t)

As Athenian servants of Creusa, the young women of the chorus seem not only to

resemble the two maiden goddesses in perfãrming the ritual of supplication' but also

to adopt the point of view of the Athenian spectators in characterizing the family of the

founding king Erechtheus as paløion:thisgenos belongs to tÌre heroic past of Athens'

Unlike the monody sung by Ion at the beginning of t"he traged¡ the hvmnic supplica-

tion delegated to the two maiden godclesses will hãve the fuli culti. .fttt wished for by

Xouthos. At the end of the drama it is Pallas Athena, the eponymous Athena of Athens'

who interven es as dea ex møchinøto resolve the plot; in such a way we attend another

coirrcidence of the time and space of the heroic action with the time and place of the
dtanatic representation (1553-6o5). Not only will Ion rule over Attica before coloniz-
irrg the cyclades.and lo'ia (a prefiguration of the co'temporary Athenian '.-pi."1,
cretrsa ancl Xouthos will have two sons, the futur.e.porryÅo,r, ú"ro", of the Dorians
and of the Achaeans. (For the aetiological significance of this founding conclusion, see
Calanre zooT:279-82; consult also Zeitlin ry96: z}513g.)

pespite the fact that the pragmatic logic is realized at the end of the traged¡ the
choral ode begun as a hymn continues (+zz-sos). The following epode consists of an
address to the cave of Pan on the flank of the Athenian rc.opoìis, a pretext for men_
tioning not only the place where the newborn son of Apollo *n, ."por"d, but also the
dances ofthe daughters ofKekrops, to whom Athena entrusted the ed'cation ofthe
young Erichthonios' By means of the 'choral projection' comrnon in the odes of Attic
úagedy, the young women of the chorus project their actual song and dance into the
'mytirical' dance of the Kekropidai; they again bring about u .oin".id"rr.e Ín spatiality
and tenporality between the dramatic action in which they are involved and their own
ritual and choral action, hic et nunc.

In some sense, the three semantic constituents of any melic poem ar.e founcl in
this female choral ode: the first-person ritual referen." to the circumstances of the
song, the gnomic comrnentary that evokes the present situation, and, finall¡ the ref_
erence to the heroic past-to the plot ancl the paradigmatic protagonists of a i'yth,
in relation to the pragmatics of the action sung in the present. whit" fulfilling its
practical function and effect on the unfolding of the dramatic action, the initial cr.rl-
tic h}'mn to Athena and Artemis is containecl in this elegant melic and choral poe,-,,,
with a ritual efficacy that also includes the spectators in their individual relations
witlr the ttrtelary goddess of the cit¡ here qnd now.

Prayer and Hymnic practice

The oracular response at the ce'tre of the tragecry devoted to the young Io' proves
wholly r"rnfavor-rrable to creusa. Not only is she denied any descendants, b't lon, whowill be revealed as her son, is attribtited to Xoutrros. cr.uro', rong emotionar lament
leads first into an address to Apoilo himself (a hymnic song critical of the god) anclthen into a new exchange between the heroine and trre old pedagogue who servedErechtheus. Tris stichomythia elaborates tire plan to expunge the affront of Apollo,sunjust oracular decision denying a son to c...rru, ron will ¡e titte¿, not by the sword,but by the venom of the Gorgon's serpents. The chorus acldresses its ode to trre god-dess Einodia,who is often identified wìth Hekate, and is the mistress of potions and ofhagic fornr'lae (for the identification of Hekate phosphoros with Einodia , see e.g. Hel.569-7o; other references in Zeitlin r996: 3ro-rr). she is not the city divinity dominatingpolitical and economic activit¡ but a divi'e power attached to the routines of every-day life' This third 'stasimon' begins wirh a påy", (ro48-6o). sung chorail¡ the prayerInust take the tripartite form oflhe hy-.,.'t úr, it opens as usual with a brief, direct
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tlre religious practices of the public participating in the musical contest dedicated to
pionysos, in a face-to-face critique that is mediated by the wearing of masks. Thus, we

find ourselves brought back from the ritual in tragedy to tragedy as ritual-we eÍamine
this next'

Fnou'MyrH' to'RrtuAL': Tnacrc
AErrorocrES

It often happens in clrama that the deity directly intervenes in the tragic action.
Whatever the scenic form of his epiphan¡ this usually occurs at the end of the traged¡
in order to resolve the plot. This is especially the case in the concluding scenario of
Aesclrylus' Oresteia, which will be examined briefly before returning to two further
exanrples from the tragedies ofEuripides.

A Religious and Civic Conclusion

Inlhe Eumenides, Athena intervenes at first as the principal protagonist of the action,
responding to the indirect appeal of the Erinyes in the famous 'binding hymn' (3o6)
sung by the goddesses ofvengeance at the beginning of the tragedy. In the course of
the action, the tutelary goddess Athena establishes the tribunal of the Areopagos,
and installs the Eumenides on the Acropolis, in the sanctuary that will become the
Erechtheion. The tragedy concludes rituall¡ with the procession that will take the
Eumenides to their new home; the goddess invites the Athenian 'sons of I(ranaos' to
take tlreir place in the ritual cortege. Trus, the final song of fl'te exodos is a choral invi-
tation to the goddesses, henceforth propitious and venerable, to come 'here' (cleuro,
ro4r) and to accompany the fìnal procession 'now' (nun,rc4,rc47). The ritual cry
punctuating the song seals the pact between Zeus and Fate to the advantage of the
inhabitants of Athens:

Peace for all time between the immigrants
And Pallas' citizens. Thus all-seein gZets
And Fate go together.
Cry out now in response to our song. (to++-Z)

By these declarative and semantic means, the time and place of the end of the dramatic
action are made to coincide with the hic et nunc of the musical performance witnessed
by the Athenian spectators. With a reiterated, inclusive second-person plural, they
too are called to respect the justice administered by the Areopagos underlhe aegis of
¿eus, and to worship the Er.rmenides in their new sanctuary. Athena's intervention in
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invocation to Einodia, presented as the daughter of Demeter. By means of a so-called

'lrymnic relative', the descriptive part (epicalaus) then depicts the goddess in one of\s¡
domains of competence: nocturnal assaults:

Einodia, daughter of Demeter, You
Who rule over nocturnal attacks,

å"',"'i åï fflj lli: :l' 
c o nt ent s

Against those to whom
My mistress sends it
From the drippings ofthe
Chthonic Gorgon's cut throat' (ro+8-li)

Thus, we move quickly to the prayer that enjoins Einodia to escort the cup of wine poi-

soned with drops of the Gorgon's blood to the palace of Erechtheus' children (in a new

journey frorn Delphi to Athens). The metaphor leads into an imprecation: 'May a for-

eigner from a foreign house never reign over the city ifhe is not a noble descendant

oithe Erechtheids'(roi8-6o) (see Calame 2oo5'. L9-22 with n' 8; Furley ancl Bremer

zooo: I, 3zgltaveseen that the imprecation is comparable to a verbal gesture of defxio,

in Greekkøf adesmos).

In this wa¡ the brief hymnic prayer ends in the formula of a spell moving frorn the

request to the divinity for direct intervention, to this other form of recluest for divine

power, the ritual word that binds: oath' malediction, 'magical' formula, or simple

imprecation. The utterance of ritual effìcacy may take an individual or collective form,

renderir-,g vain the recent debate between the upholders of the 'polis-religion' and those

who see ildivídual practices in the ritual of a polytheistic system. In this particular

case, lve witness a new appropriation of the form of the culiic hymn to the deity: used to

insert prayer into the dramatic action, in order to direct the action through the appear-

un." o?o superhuman power. We can imagine the same dynamics in the current cultic

and ritual practices of th. o,r.ruge Athenian; taking part in the different rituals of the

Great Dionysia or the Panathenaia, he or she will shape his or her own cultic practice

according to these ritual forms, privately or at the numerous other public occasions

offered by a rich polytheistic (gods and heroes) calendar. Once again the initial hymnic

form, with its religious pragmatics, is put at the service of choral song, to comment

upon ancl enrich th" d.u-oti. action, while, at the same time, seeking, through the

formulae of ritual speech, to influence its course. We recognize here the interlacing of

the three voices that animate the polyphony of the tragic chorus: performative' herme-

neutic, and affective.

Whether they are monodic or choral, the melic songs of Euripidean tragedy take up

traditional cultic and poetic forms in order to redirect them, both formally andprag-

rnaticall¡ towards the heroic action represented in the theatre, and to arouse there

the intervention of gods and divine powers. But occasionally these rituai practices are

related, if not to the cultic act that constitutes the tragic performance itsell at least to
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her scenic epiphany leads the plot to the institution of a tribunal and of a cult. Thus, i¡
an aetiological game cornmon in Classical Greece, 'myth'leads to 'ritttal': the past ¿¡¿
tragic time of heroes guilty of hubris brings about a present of cultic veneratiorì of the
gods and heroes of the city's pantheon, aimed at maintaining civic orcler.

The Tragic Establishment of Rituals: The Blood
of Men, the Blood of Women

The conclusion of the Iphigenia in Teuris is yet more illustrative in this respect than the
Eumenides.In order to escape the Erinyes, Orestes follows Apollo's order to go to the
northern country of the Tauri to bring back to Athens the statue of Artemis venerated

in a sanctuary in that barbarian realm. According to the version inlhe Cypria, the god-

dess had installed Iphigenia as her priestess there. Doomed to be offered as a sacrilìce

to the barbarian goddess, Orestes finally makes himself known to Iphigenia, and the
two young Greeks flee to Athens with the statue of the bloodthirsty deity. It is then
the function of Pallas Athena to resolve the conflict between brother and sister and

between the king of Tauris and Artemis, the despoiled goddess.

Intervening as deø ex machina, Athena begins by revealing to the king of Tauris

that Orestes has done no more than follow the oracular commancl of Apollo. Then she

orders Orestes himself to construct a temple intended to welcome to Attica the ciivine

image brought fron far-offTauris in Scythia. In this sanctuary (also situatecl in a bor-

der region) the indigenous statue will receive the honours due to an Artemis called

Tauropolos: this epiklesis must hold in the etymological and aetiological memory the

sufferings endured by the young hero pursued by the Erinyes during his wanclerings

(peripolon,455).To the space consecrated to the Artemis of the wanderings in Tauris

ancl to the hymns that will honour her, the tutelary goddess of Athens adds a blood-

thirsty ritual gesture, a gesture of piety (hosias hekati, r+6r). She invites the young

man himself to initiate the ritual of the drops of fresh blood, made to spout from a

man's throat as a commerìorative gesture. The rite is doubtless intended to recall both

Orestes' murder of his rnother and the risk he has run of a ritual immolation at the

hands ofhis own sister, now the priestess ofthe Greco-Scythian goddess.

Finall¡ Athena tells Iphigenia that she will be attached to the cult of this same god-

cless of savage countries in Brauron, another sanctuary on the borders of Attica. After

her death, the memory of the heroine will be celebrated by offerings of rags left on

behalf of women who have died in childbirth (1462-). By the mediation of the sacri-

fìced young girl and by cleath in childbirth, we have the celebration of the protection

given by Artemis to pregnant women and to young child-bearers at another', especially-

delicate, moment of passage-from the rnale blood of murder to the female blood of

childbirth. Finall¡ by a route ihat leads us from the periphery of Attica to the civic

and judicial centre of Athens itself, Athena concludes her aetiological intervention b/-

mentioning the institution of the democratic vote in the Areopagos on the occasion of

Orestes' sentencing.

[lthough the honours given to iphigenia as a heroic attendant of Artemis in
her famols cult of Brauron seem to have only late attestation, the deme of Harai
4raphenides, also on thenorthern borders ofAttica, wasknown since the fourth century
scu for its cult of Artemis Tauroporos (attested by Strabo g.t.zz; cf .arso sEG 34.ro3, 15).
The Areopagos would crearly be present in the minds of ail the spectators of a trag_
edy produ¡ed at the end of the fifth century ece, just as it was for the spectators of
¡eschylus' oresteiq. (For the complex question of iphigenia's association with Artemis
in the cult of Brauron, see Giuman ry99,84-g and ßzl7g;see also sourvinou-Inwood
zoo3i 478-22, despite Dunn r996, 45_'18) Furthermore, in retracing his tragic biogra-
phr fotf ! recognized sister, orestes himself does not fail to -"r,1ion the absolution
received witlr Athena's support on the hill of Ares, as well as the sanctu ary (hierón,969)
where the Erinyes agreed to be honoured, not far from the Areopagos.

once again, by the dramatized intervention of a deit¡ tragedi iíperformance estab_
lishes a complex aetiological relation between the dramatizã¿ h"roi. narrative and the
ritual acts that mark the herojzation of its principal protagonists. Thanks to the clivine
manifestation and the word of authority froÀ Ath"no, the outcome of lphigenia in Tauris
returns us, after all, to the cultic reality and the religious practices known to the specta_
tors venelating Dionysos Eleuthereus in his sanctuary-theatre. In her final intervention,
the tutelary goddess establishes both the rule (nomos,r458) of human blood spo'ting in
the sanctuary of Halai and the democrat icrule (nomisma,47t)on the Areopagos, as well
as the sanctuary of the goddess whose attendant lphigenia becomes at tsrauron (1463).
The use by Athena of the forms of the close demonstiative hode sitvatesthese institu-
tional words between Deixis am phantqsma (appearto the spectator,s imagination) and
demonstrøtio ed oculos (demonstrative reference to the ,here 

and now,). so the fictional
relation that the dramatic narrative has constructed between the heroic and tragic action
on the one hand, and the rite- founded and legitimized by the deity on the other, makes
reference to real and actual religious and cultiã practices in the here and nowof the tragicperformance (see Sourvinou-Inwood zo o3i 3t_4oand 3or_g).

Made up of young Greek servants, the chorus can now conclude the tragedy withthese words, sung between a 'íyou' (plurar) that includes the protagonists of the dra_matic action, and a'we,that includes the Athenian spectators:

Go, fortunate in the lucky
Rescue ofyour fate.
But o pallas Athena,
Revered of immortals and mortals,
We shail do (drasomen) as you order. (r49o_4)

The Dramatic and Rituar Establishment of Founding Myths

åï::"ff ::r,u"l :ir"oies 
of Euripides, the ritual conctusion rhat Athena gives to

"\c LrechtheLrs is undoubtedly still more demonstrative for the establishment of cul_tic practices that acquire a narrative foundational base in the heroic action enacted
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onstage while referring to the spectators'religious knowledge and ritual praxis. In this
political drama, drawn from the founding history of Athens, the game of tragic aetiol-

ogy is again left to Athena intervening as dea ex machina. Eumolpos, son of Poseido¡

and king of Thrace, tries to take Attica from its ruler Erechtheus, who succeeds in
defeating the enemy army. Poseidon avenges the death of his royal son Eumolpos by

making Erechtheus vanish.

With tlre intention of pronouncing (semano) in the manner of the Delphic oracle

and in performative mode, Athena again manifests her divinity and orders the cultic

future fated for all the protagonists who have died in the unfolding of the tragic plot (fr.

37o.64-too Kannicht). Transformed into a constellation under the probable name of
the Hyades, the daughters of Erechthelrs-as Hyakinthides-will enjoy honours both

heroic and divine, which the inhabitants of the city will pay them every year in the form

of sacrifices of cattle and girls' choral dances. Moreover, Erechtheus' daughters will
have the first fruits of the sacriflces made before every battle, with a libation of honey

and water. Erechtheus himself will henceforth have a sanctuary at the centre of the cit¡
bounded by an enclosure of stone; his memory will be honoured by the sacrifìces of cit-

izens under the name of Poseidon himsell whose heroic attenclant he thus becomes. As

for his wife Praxithea, who was able to repair the very foundations of the cit¡ Athena

makes her into her priestess: she will be charged with sacrifìcing the first offerings on

the altars ofthe goddess.

To be sure, only three meagre indications allow us to locate the 'inaccessible precinct'

that Athena reserves for the Hyakinthides in the place called Sphendonai, to the west of

the city of Athens (Phot. Lexicon,397, 7, Porson, in a gloss that refers to the Af fftls of the

lristoria¡ Phanodemos , FGrH 325F ù. But the spectators of the fifth century scs, like

modern readers, had no difficulty in identifying the sanctuary promised by Athena to

the king of Athens with the Erechtheion.

Historicall¡ the first production of the Erechtheus I:y Euripides, shortly before the

peace of Nikias, coincicles with the end of the fìrst phase of the Peloponnesian War:

it coincides also with the period of renewed construction of that high birthplace of

Athenian autochthony that is the ternple with the Caryatid portico (on the Erechtheion

and its date, see Hurwit: t999: zoo-9). Praxithea takes up the ideology of autochthony

i¡ orcler to proclaim its political dimension onstage. Putting herself in the pl;rce of King

Erechtheus, as it were, the queen cleclares and affirms: A better city than this could not

be found: its populace has ìot immigrated here from elsewhere, but we were born of

its soil' (fr. ¡6o.6-8 Kannicht). Praxithea represents both the female and the nale citi-

zens of Athens in a collective'we', even before affirming the maternal role proper to her

sex, that is, to give birth to children in order to defend the gods' altars and the country'

Without a son, and therefore without a soldier to offer up to the glory of death in combat'

Praxithea will consent to the political sacrifice of one of her daughters, for the triumph

of Athena over Poseidon. She will offer the fruit of her womb to the earth from which the

Athenians were born, for the welfare of the cit¡ to save'this cily' (tende polin' 4zand iÐ'

to save the citizens whom, concluding her speech, she addresses directly: o politni (Sol'

Spatially and temporall¡ the heroic action onstage thus comes to áirl.l¿. with the

here ctnd now of theproduction witnessed by the spectators assembled in the theatre at

the height of the Peloponnesian war. This coincidence is furthered by the declarative
rnovelnent of Praxithea's speech: in her final appeal to the citizens, then to the 

'ation,1þe queen addresses herself equally to the members of the chorus ancl to the specta_
1e¡s watching the production in the heart of the sanctuary consecratecl to Dionysos
Elerrthereus. Like Athena's intervention in her final epiphan¡ the deictic gestures by
which the wife of Erechtheus punctuates her cliscourse to mak. the polis .this 

city,
again comåine Deixis am Phantqsma and. demonstratio ad oculoswith a double refer-
ence: it refers as much to the legenclary city threatened by Eumolpos of Thrace in the
úme of Erechtheus as to the present city weakened by túe irr.,,rrior6 of the Spartan
arnry and awaiting with equal fervour the intervention of its tutelary deities to save it.

In temporal terms, the aetiological and ritual ending that Athena gives to the tragic
action, with the installation of Praxithea as her chiei priestess, leaäs the spectators
fronr the past foundation of the city to the present and the cult by which they annu_
ally worship the tutelary goddess. Spatiall¡ the establishrnent of the cult of Erechtheus
invites them to the Acropolis, 'to the centre of the city', among the gods and heroes who
have created Athens and continue to protect her.

CoNcrusroN

Ifit is true that the rituals represented between stage and orchestra actualize the reli-
gious relations of the Athenians with their various cleities, while bringing them into
question; if it true that th-e aetiological endings of many tragedies allow for the deity,s
epiplrany and relate the heroic action to the rituar performance here and now, then
Attic tragedy is itself a musrcal offering to the god of theatre and, indirectl¡ to the gocls
tliat it puts onstage' Traged¡ like comed¡ is, far excellence, the religior.rs act of incipi-
ent democracy; it represents, under a poetic and musical form, a human and he¡oic
action displayed i' its complex relations with the gods and continually brought under
discrission by its various protagonists, especially the chorus.
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